COMMENTS POLICY

YOU MUST HAVE COOKIES SET TO "ACCEPT ALL COOKIES" TO COMMENT .................

Commenter AUTHENTICATION & APPROVAL necessary to keep certain people from ruining the COMMUNITY EXPERIENCE ............... 

Spam or things that do not relate to the current topic, anything not in "good taste," and comments on very old posts that were closed awhile ago will probably be deleted ............... Totally anonymous (use of nickname only in TypeKey Profile) comment authors may have their IP address and comments monitored until approved by Bill ............... 

Providing your e-mail address is NOT REQUIRED, unless you want to continue discussion OFF-LINE. To give me your e-mail address, ask me to e-mail you in your comment, and temporarily check off the "email address" box at the top of "Your TypeKey Profile Page" before you post your comment. Your e-mail address will never be sold or given to anyone without your written permission! ............... 

I will try my best to e-mail back all commenters who send me their e-mail address that is authenticated by TypeKey. But, please forgive me if I don't. It means that I am overwhelmed at the time ............... 

THANK YOU, for all relevant comments!